
MISSION & VISION 

OUR MISSION Creating Community Resilience (CCR) is a collaborative initiative 
providing regional leadership in preventing and mitigating Adverse 
Childhood Experiences and Adverse Community Environments 
(ACEs) and building trauma-informed (TI) capacities to create 
resilient communities throughout Douglas County.

OUR VISION All Douglas County residents, organizations, and institutions are 
empowered trauma informed leaders promoting safe children, 
strong families, healthy neighborhoods, and resilient communities.

BACKGROUND  
& CONTEXT

CCR is committed to making Douglas County an “ACE-aware, 
trauma and resiliency informed” region. CCR is a collective impact 
effort supporting trauma informed approaches in our community, 
schools, county agencies, the tribal entities and local non-profits 
to improve outcomes for our children, youth and families. We 
believe that our extended community will benefit as we collaborate 
across-sectors and populations to recognize the effect of ACEs/
Trauma, and work together to transform our organizations and 
our community.

OUR  
COLLABORATION

• Adapt/Compass 
• Cow Creek Tribe Health and Wellness
• Douglas CARES (Child Abuse Response & Evaluation Services)
• Douglas County Juvenile Department
• Douglas Educational Service District
• Family Development Center
• Pacific Health 
• Peace at Home Advocacy Center 
• Phoenix School of Roseburg
• Roseburg Public Schools
• Umpqua Community College 
Each CCR organization provides the volunteer representatives who 
comprise our 16-member Leadership Team (LT). Together the LT 
offers a collective 439 years of experience with an average of 28 
years per member of field expertise. Combined the LT organizations 
reach nearly 40,000 clients through educational (21,650) and 
intervention and treatment services (16,987) through 1,908 trained 
staff. In CCR’s revised strategic plan, our coalition will expand 
its reach to involve key community leaders, new partners, and 
additional under-served populations throughout Douglas County’s 
communities.

STRATEGIC PLAN
2020–2023

The phrase “trauma and 
resiliency-informed” 
systems change 
refers to an ongoing 
process to strengthen 
an organization, 
department, or larger 
system’s impact 
by integrating 
into its programs, 
structures, and culture 
a comprehensive 
commitment to address 
trauma and promote 
resiliency.

– Center for Collective 
Wisdom, Trauma and 
Resiliency: A Systems 
Change Approach, 
July 2017 

We’ve been working in 
single systems, and you 
cannot solve problems 
that way. 

What good does it do 
to send a caseworker 
out to fix a problem in 
one system when the 
problem spans multiple 
systems and multiple 
generations?”

– Paul DiLorenzo,  
Casey Family Programs
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■ ACES – TWIN ACES
Adverse Childhood Experiences: The Adverse Childhood Experiences Study (ACE Study) is a 

research study conducted by Kaiser Permanente and the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention. The study has demonstrated an association of adverse childhood 
experiences (ACEs), which occur under 18 years of age, with health and social 
problems across the lifespan. 

Adverse Community Environments: If a child’s roots lie in Childhood Experiences in the 
family, the soil in which the roots grow are the Community Environment. Adverse 
Community Environments such as a lack of affordable and safe housing, community 
violence, systemic discrimination, and limited access to quality education, and social 
and economic mobility compound those factors within the family, creating a negative 
cycle of ever worsening soil. These two ACEs are referred to as the “twin” ACEs.

■ TRAUMA INFORMED (TI) 
Trauma-informed care is a strengths based framework that is grounded in an 

understanding of and responsiveness to the impact of trauma, that emphasizes 
physical, psychological, and emotional safety for both providers and survivors, 
and that creates opportunities for survivors to rebuild a sense of control and 
empowerment.” (Hopper, Bassuk, & Olivet, 2010)

Resiliency: The capacity of individuals, families, and communities to heal from trauma, and 
to strengthen their wellbeing and adaptability in ways that can mitigate or prevent 
future trauma. (Center for Collective Wisdom, Trauma and Resiliency: A Systems 
Change Approach, July 2017)

■ NEAR SCIENCE 
N.E.A.R. is an acronym to describe the interconnection and applications of four 

interrelated categories of research and knowledge; Neuroscience, Epigenetics, 
Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs), and Resilience (NEAR)

■ SANCTUARY MODEL 
The Sanctuary Model® represents a theory-based, trauma-informed, trauma-responsive, 

evidence-supported, whole culture approach that has a clear and structured 
methodology for creating or changing an organizational culture.

“We call it a ‛model’ because it is not a THING in and of itself — it is a set of 
interactive tools to change people’s minds and the way we go about working 
together, thinking together, acting together, and living together.” — Dr. Sandra 
Bloom, founder of the Sanctuary Model

CCR PROGRAMS, TRAININGS AND MODELS
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■ TRAININGS 
ACEs 
• Adverse Childhood Experiences/NEAR Science, Adverse Community Environments
• Trauma Informed organizations/communities
• Self Regulation Skills: Resiliency building, restorative justice and suicide 

intervention
• TI as prevention and public health

To address the current and pressing needs during COVID-19, additional virtual 
training platforms and capacity are under development to assist communities with 
current training initiatives for organizations and communities in:

• TI awareness, resiliency, and self-regulation skills during the pandemic
• Suicide Prevention Model Question, Persuade, Refer (QPR) 
• Conscious discipline and restorative justice in schools and youth settings
• Additional sector specific topics from healthcare to non-profits to neighborhoods

Sanctuary Model TI Implementation  
Phoenix School of Roseburg, Cow Creek Health and Wellness Center, Peace at Home 
Advocacy Center, and our local Child Advocacy Center Douglas CARES are engaged 
in a three-year agency-wide TI training process. To further increase community TI 
alignment across service sectors, a cost-effective train-the-trainer model is under 
development to provide ongoing training of additional agency cohort groups.

■ CROSS-SECTOR COLLABORATION
Partnering across service sectors to bring therapeutic services to under-served 
populations, engage in new models of suicide prevention, provide our community 
TI opportunities to connect and learn, and to help trauma-affected youth with 
attachment to schooling.

■ REGIONAL COLLABORATION 
Engagement with Umpqua Health Authority and Douglas County Public Health 
Network, consultation with Southern Oregon Success (SOS), presentation at the 
Trauma Informed Oregon statewide Conference, and participation in Trauma 
Informed Community (TIC) tool testing and development.

WORK UNDERWAY TO BUILD RESILIENT COMMUNITIES 
WITH TI, ACES AWARENESS, NEAR SCIENCE
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■ CROSS-SECTOR COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND OUTREACH 
Increasing awareness and understanding of TI, ACEs, and NEAR Science to build 
resilient communities throughout Douglas County.

■ ENGAGING AND CONNECTING SYSTEMS AND SUPPORTS
Offering opportunities for collaborative training, technical support, and organizational 
change.

■ ADVOCACY, SKILL BUILDING POLICY/PRACTICE 
Leading efforts to build community advocacy skills, capacities, and advance policy 
and practice change. The critical tools of policy and advocacy to help create resilient 
communities.

TOGETHER WE…
• Share a common passion, compassion and 

understanding of TI Resilience and Prevention
• Come to CCR with our skills, ability, knowledge, 

and a TI fidelity for lasting change
• Achieve outcomes with limited resources
• Give voice to community development and 

programming
• Represent a system of collaboration across service 

sectors and care continuity for successful outcomes

WE ARE… 
• Cross-sector knowledge in ACES, TI, and 

Sanctuary Model
• Open, transparent, and solutions oriented
• Science and evidence based
• Inclusive
• Committed to improved outcomes
• Equal in our voices
• Implementers for change
• Listeners to learn

CCR ORGANIZATIONAL COMPETENCIES 
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CCR WORK AND COVID-19

CCR exists as a community collaborative to promote community resiliency and 
mitigate toxic stress. In this time of universal change and distress resulting from the 
COVID-19 pandemic, we are uniquely positioned to support individuals, communities 
and organizations in building responses and recovery that fosters health, safety, 
and resilience. 

According to Trauma Informed Oregon during COVID-19 it is critical to:

“Remind people and decision makers that Trauma Informed Care is a critical 
and helpful framework to use at this time with COVID-19 response and impact. 
It can help us prepare for healing, prevent harmful policies, and continue care.”

We all have a role to play in keeping ourselves and our communities healthy, safe and 
thriving. The essential need for our work during the ongoing pandemic is evident.

COVID-19 has laid bare and magnified existing fault lines in our community and society 
that reveal an ever-repeating pattern of disparity — a disparity that results time and time 
again in those with the fewest resources bearing the greatest burden of each and every 
new tragedy we face. The result is whether the cause is a catastrophic climate disaster 
or a pandemic, those with the least suffer the most with enduring economic hardship, 
worsening health status, and histories of adversity that are always activated in times 
of distress. 

• COVID-19 is not a discreet event such as other tragedies that have befallen our 
community. 

• COVID-19 is an ongoing challenge that threatens not only our health but our 
economic, educational, and social wellbeing. 

• COVID-19 disproportionally impacts those in communities of color, people with 
disabilities, the elderly, Veterans, and those who already face adversity or struggle 
with multiple social determinants of health (housing, poverty, food insecurity). 

The intersection of TI and Building Resiliency work and the COVID-19 pandemic engages 
the core of our CCR work and challenges our community to bring forth a ‘new normal’ 
that is framed and informed by a new clarity and resolution to advance TI work to build a 
healthy, resilient, just, and equitable future. 

CCR can lead and help usher in a “new normal” in the aftermath of COVID-19. We believe 
it is essential that in the coming economic fallouts that resource allocations prioritize 
and systematically address gaps in education, economic opportunities, health and public 
health that do not exacerbate or magnify existing disparities/inequities and adversities, 
but rather assure adequate resources are allocated for all. COVID-19 has disrupted all 
aspects of life and increasingly scarce resources must not be limited to responding to 
the ‘medicalization’ of this pandemic but rather used holistically to put into practice 
policy actions that build a strong social safety net to ensure community resilience and 
recovery for all.

Creating Community Resilience
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LOOKING FORWARD

OUR STRENGTHS 
Since coming together in 2017, Creating Community Resiliency has steadily grown in 
partnership and influence in Douglas County. The initial CCR 2018 Strategic Plan launched 
CCR to develop a strong backbone agency, a governance structure, and dedicated core 
leadership team. 

Creating Community Resiliency recognizes that change happens at the speed of trust 
(Stephen M.R. Covey). We mindfully have taken the time to communicate, support, and 
respect our cross-sector partners’ work, needs, and mandates. 

Over the past three years, CCR has established itself as the catalyst organization for a 
cross-sector movement. We connect and convene agencies representing multiple sectors. 
Based on our trainings offered, Douglas County agencies and organizations now have 
trained staff using a TI and Building Resiliency lens. With key health, education and 
non-profit organizations now part of the network, CCR is in a position to further engage 
and support Key Leaders and Systems of Care Partners in developing community TI and 
Building Resiliency principles, policies, and practices. With increased capacity to align 
and engage, the ambitious, attainable goals for our county set forth in CCR’s “next three 
years” strategic plan are critical and achievable.

OUR 2020–2023 CHALLENGES 
Despite significant advancement by CCR with training and cross-sector collaboration, 
there’s only so much a collective initiative can achieve without investment for dedicated 
staff. Without staff focused solely on this critical work, our community will continue to be 
hampered by institutional silos with disconnected — yet potential — supportive systems. 
Unaligned efforts lead to unintended redundancy, inefficient use of existing resources, 
a lack of collaborative structures necessary to attract broad community support, 
the perpetuation of undesired inequities, and hinders achieving the sustainability of 
all outcomes. 

The COVID-19 pandemic highlights the capacity challenges for CCR to respond 
immediately to community-wide needs and opportunities to incorporate TI and resiliency 
practices. CCR’s ability to be nimble and pivot its attention as a support and guiding 
network for community agencies is impeded only by the current lack of funding. 

We hold ourselves accountable to the principles of collective impact and 
to one another. We recognize that sustainable power requires a strong 
membership structure that does not rely on the presence of any one 
person or agency around the table.

Creating Community Resilience
Strategic Plan 2020–2023
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2020–2023 STRATEGIC PLAN 
Our strategic plan sets a course forward to increase our capacity to guide TI and Building 
Resiliency practice development throughout Douglas County and the region, inspire 
community-wide engagement, and improve social determinates of health — especially 
for our most disconnected and underserved populations.

CCR’s Strategic Plan focuses on four key strategic areas: 

•  Community Cross-Sector Awareness and Outreach
•  Engage & Connect Systems and Supports
•  Advocacy, Skill Building, Policy/Practice Advocacy
•  Sustainability

We categorize CCR’s strategic areas, associated goals, and actions using a Framework for 
Organizational Community Change.

INVITATION, 
FOCUS AND 

ORIENTATION 
Actions required 

for formation

 ALIGNMENT 
Actions that align all the 

different community 
approaches around a 

common goal/mission/
initiative to leverage 

collective genius)

ENGAGEMENT
Actions to build 
and strengthen 

specific relationships 
and commitments 

around mutual goals/
alignment

ACCELERATION
Actions to take 

immediately that are 
necessary to advance 

and achieve goals

1. INVITATION, FOCUS AND ORIENTATION
The first few years of CCR centered on this initial phase of community building process 
using a broad-based invitation to participate in solution-focused thinking to clarify 
purpose, process, and determine the focus and orientation of CCR. Our 2018-2020 
Strategic Plan helped create this necessary foundation to position CCR’s ability to 
advance to the Alignment, Engagement, and Acceleration phases. 

This initial “forming and storming” stage of the CCR group during its first few years 
led to the creation of an inclusive and effective governance structure. Structured 
engagement consists of a core leadership team of eleven community organizations, 
key leaders, partners, and grassroots participation of individuals and families.

Examples of CCR’s Invitation, Focus, and Orientation activities include: 

• Lunch, Learn, & Connect series to engage community members for collective 
learning, sharing, connecting, and focusing on topics through a TI and Building 
Resiliency lens. These community trainings have proven to be very relevant in light 
of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Creating Community Resilience
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2. ALIGNMENT
Alignment occurs when the group brings diverse insights and approaches to the 
surface. Perspectives expand, diverse options emerge and common ground is found 
for “alignment” of priorities and moving forward. 

When engaging in the alignment process with a community or a group, change is 
already occurring, consciously or otherwise. Groups can align or realign towards the 
common core focus/initiative identified by CCR. 

Examples of CCR’s alignment activities include: 

• Cross-sector coordination and collaboration on training and delivering TI and 
Building Resiliency practices for suicide prevention (Hope Squad).

• Alternatives to school discipline that build relationships rather than disconnect 
students from school (Conscious Discipline for elementary students and 
Restorative Justice models for middle and high school youth).

3. ENGAGEMENT
Building on insights from the community alignment process with a focus on CCR 
core work, the group then defines how it wants to work together. Group members 
and community partners identify specific needs and purposes and build strategies to 
engage and “grow” community involvement through relationships and activities. 

Those who participate in an alignment phase are more vested as they ‘own the 
process’ and engage in identifying actions that consciously reinforce relationships 
and lead to achieving short and long-term goals and interests. Agreements that 
are mutually beneficial between/among groups/sectors are documented, explicit, 
and reciprocal. 

Examples of CCR’s engagement activities include: 

• Cross-sector work to adopt common TI and Building Resiliency principles, 
practices, and standards. 

• Equity work to bring therapeutic services to under-served youth populations and 
providing foster youth a richer and more normalized school experience for those 
without regular foster homes.

CCR’s 2020-2023 Strategic Plan calls for additional capacity to engage our key leaders, 
partners, and community. With an increased engagement ability, consensus in 
prioritizing identified community needs and strategies we will continue to align and 
build relationships that further develop, engage, and realize the common vision and 
goals of safer, healthier, more resilient individuals, families, and neighborhoods.

4. ACCELERATION
We accelerate alignment and engagement work through groups and teams 
developing both targeted and larger strategies. This leverages their alignment and 
engagement for community-wide change and thereby “accelerates” the entire 
change process. 

Alignment, engagement and acceleration are the antithesis of siloed, redundant, 
inefficient efforts. Instead the community’s work is far more productive in increasing 
quality conversations and minimizing unproductive conflict. CCR’s first strategic 
plan developed tools and activities for local and regional engagement (e.g., with 
Douglas County Public Health Network, the Umpqua Health Alliance, Southern 
Oregon Success, Trauma Informed Oregon, etc.) to then focus on the larger strategies 
leading to community-wide change. Required is investment in tools to communicate, 

Creating Community Resilience
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convene, and engage other champions to affect community-wide policy and practice 
change. Such critical change includes addressing inequalities, increasing inclusion, 
and developing safe children, strong families, healthy neighborhoods, and resilient 
communities. 

CCR has identified specific tools and resources to increase our capacity for actions 
that will accelerate achievement of Strategic Plan 2020-2023 goals. These include 
development of community structures to conduct alignment and engagement 
activities, the networking and communication platforms to support these community 
structures, and the capacity to convene and connect those leading, doing, and 
needing the work.

Applying an Equity Lens to CCR’s Work

To build community resiliency, CCR applies an 
equity lens through its strategic areas’ goals 
and actions understanding that many adverse 
childhood experiences can be linked to policy 
and systems driven inequities, according to 
intersections of race, ethnicity, socioeconomic 
class, gender identity, sexuality, age, ability. 
The impacts of addressing these social-political, 
economic, and health inequities and in resolving 
personal and community traumas include 
development of a resilient personality and social 
fabric. The ability to sustain developmental 
relationships is the basis for healthier and 
safer people living with more life assets and 
contributing to resilient neighborhoods and 
communities. (Adapted from BCR Trauma Equity 
and Resilience 2019)

Creating Community Resilience
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COMMUNITY CROSS-SECTOR AWARENESS AND OUTREACH

GOAL: INCREASE COMMUNITY AWARENESS, KNOWLEDGE, AND 
INCORPORATION OF TI AND BUILDING RESILIENCY, ACES,  
AND NEAR SCIENCE PRINCIPLES, POLICIES, AND PRACTICES

1. ALIGNMENT ACTIONS 
Connect the dots 
A. Conduct CCR network analysis to determine current and future opportunities. 
B. Conduct cross-sector gap analysis of groups/organizations/networks (individual, 

family, etc.) not yet engaged.
C. Produce map as educational and recruitment tool.

2. ENGAGEMENT ACTIONS 
Expand partnerships 
A. Determine appropriate level of engagement (sectors, institutions, neighborhoods).
B. Identify and cultivate strategic relationships among CCR organizations’ leadership 

and community leadership (Key Leaders). 
C. Develop system capacity for identification and engagement of Partners, increasing 

community inclusion of those individuals and organizations engaging in aligned 
actions.

Build knowledge
A. Create accessible, inclusive platforms for sharing vetted TI and Building Resiliency 

information for dissemination and increased community awareness of related 
activities and resources.

B. Develop new modes of delivery to continue trainings for agencies and trainings 
inclusive of all community members. 

C. Provide on-site training for Douglas County school staff in all 13 districts.
D. Create engagement tools for boards, families, and the media.
E. Develop and deliver TI and Building Resiliency Awareness and Engagement 

presentations and planning workshops for Key Leaders and their teams.

Personal, family, and community trauma is a key driver in poor health, education, social 
and occupational outcomes. Improving prevention, response, and outcomes will require 
engaging our entire community in cross-sector collective action. No one entity can 
effectively address these complex issues alone.

This time of rapid change provides a unique opportunity to build a collective impact 
framework to set forth new goals, a “new normal,” and achieve improved outcomes. 
Identification and awareness of a problem are required before change can occur. Increasing 
outreach and awareness of ACEs/ TI and Building Resiliency throughout the region will 
catalyze foundational change. 

Creating Community Resilience
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3. ENGAGEMENT ACTIONS
Solidify Communication Structure 
A. Develop a Douglas County cross-sector interested parties list (IPL).

Increase CCR’s visibility 
A. Amplify TI and Building Resiliency /ACEs/Resiliency intersection with needs of real 

time and ongoing COVID -19 impacts.
B. Identify and reach out to underserved populations and potential providers to 

identify needs, strategies, and models of cross-sector engagement. Publicize 
successful examples of CCR’s cross-sector commitments and response to 
COVID-19 (e.g. Phoenix School assisted with access to students and families by 
other organizations).

C. Highlight TI and Building Resiliency /ACEs/Resiliency as a cross-sector movement 
through network advertising. 

Expand CCR’s engagement across levels of influence in the 
Ecological Model:

Marcia Hall, Ph.D. 2020

INDIVIDUALS RELATIONSHIPS COMMUNITY CULTURE & SOCIETY

INDIVIDUALS

• Ensure basic needs of food, housing, 
safety are met

• Enhance capacities for coping and 
resilience

• Cultivate a sense of belonging and self-
worth

• Identify and treat health, mental health 
and addiction problems

• Rehabilitate violent persons
• Reduce access to lethal means of self/

other harm

RELATIONSHIPS

• Promote positive social bonds
• Support high-risk parents, intervene in fractured 

families
• Support families to enhance health, food security, and 

economic opportunities
• Use community, health system, and court-based 

screenings to detect intimate and family violence
• Help develop peer networks to confront support of 

violence and addictions

ENHANCE COMMUNITY COHESION THROUGH POLICIES THAT:

• Prevent and mitigate ACEs (adverse childhood events/adverse 
community environments)

• Strengthen education systems and vocational training programs
• Support a “health in all policies” agenda
• Build a healthy community narrative
• Strengthen and coordinate service and faith organizations
• Combat culture of violence
• Promote health/mental health seeking behavior
• Enhance cultural integration

CULTURE & SOCIETY

• Support policies for economic stability
• Assure social determinants of health 

are addressed: Food, housing, health 
eduction and safety

• Promote social norms that combat 
culture of violence

Creating Community Resilience
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Community health and vitality is advanced when all systems and sectors are engaged, 
aligned, and connected in prioritizing health, equity, and resilience for all. CCR’s current 
network provides opportunities to build alignment and connection through continuous 
feedback loops that link providers and service groups with people suffering trauma/
adversity or those seeking health and resilience. 

GOAL:  BE THE RESOURCE FOR COMMUNITY AGENCIES FOR NEW STATE 
MANDATES TO ACHIEVE GREATER HEALTH EQUITY AND IMPROVE 
THE SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH FOR ALL IN OUR 
COMMUNITY

1. ALIGNMENT ACTIONS 
Create an evaluation & data exchange platform 
A. Host a web-based social health determinants community data platform in 

collaboration with Douglas County Public Health Network. 
B. Build upon and customize Trauma Informed Oregon’s community dashboard.
C. Research mandates, ongoing evaluation processes, best practices, and 

benchmarks. 
D. Help Oregon Health Authority and others to connect with our communities 

and meet mandates that build community resilience and engage under-served, 
disconnected populations. 

E. Create agencies’ report cards.

2. ENGAGEMENT ACTIONS 
Promote and advance equity
A. Provide guidance on how community agencies’ deliver and evaluate new state 

mandates using an equity lens. 

Create community integration of participants’ voices 
A. Advocate for policy and procedure that prioritizes and operationalizes participants’ 

voices throughout the structure and function of each organization and system. 
(See Appendix C for Example Work Plan.)

B. Elicit participant voice by understanding and responding to their standards of 
communication and inclusion. 

C. Empower agencies to feel comfortable and proficient at integrating 
participant voice.

D. Train staff within agencies to be proficient in participant-driven service delivery 
that empowers participants. 

E. Guide the planning of strategies, advisory councils and evaluations for agencies 
to integrate participant voice and measure participant success by the standards of 
the participant.1 

1The term “participants” is used to encompass clients/consumers of the services that we provided.

ENGAGE & CONNECT SYSTEMS AND SUPPORTS

Creating Community Resilience
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3. ACCELERATION ACTIONS 
Illuminate readiness 
A. Promote CCR as the “crosswalk organization” for understanding and best practices 

between agencies’ mandates, practices and leadership. 

Build influence throughout networks
A. Request CCR representation on regional and state committees: 

• Douglas Public Health Network 
• Oregon Health Authority’s Health Equity Plan Committee
• Oregon Health Authority Patient Engagement & Equity Committee

Creating Community Resilience
Strategic Plan 2020–2023
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ADVOCACY, SKILL BUILDING, POLICY/PRACTICE ADVOCACY

Speaking with one voice through shared policy, practice, outcome measures and data will 
tangibly connect cross-sector efforts in advance of TI and Building Resiliency/ACES work in 
Douglas County and the region. Established CCR relationships and the interagency / cross-
sector work underway on TI and Building Resiliency provide the foundation for aligning and 
advocating for community priorities. 

GOAL: CREATE A UNIFIED VOICE FOR DOUGLAS COUNTY FOR ALIGNMENT 
AND INTEGRATION OF SCIENCE DRIVEN ACES/TI AND BUILDING 
RESILIENCY PRACTICES

1. ALIGNMENT ACTIONS
Continue as the TIC Regional Resource
A. Connect with community organizations on their COVID-19 response to immediate 

and long-term needs.
B. Provide Inventory COVID-19 community resources on TI/ACES/Resiliency. 
C. Serve as the technical assistance provider to organizations interested in TI and 

Building Resiliency and Sanctuary Model work. 

Advance Sanctuary Model
A. Develop candidate organization list for future training.
B. Host Sanctuary cohort meetings for review, evaluation, and certification.

2. ENGAGEMENT ACTIONS
Speak with one voice
A. Adopt CCR universal talking points to incorporate in all organizations’ advocacy.
B. Promote integration through adoption of a common TI language, principles, tools, 

and practices in our community that is linked to regional and national work.

Orchestrate listening 
A. Assist agencies in prioritizing the 

integration of youth, families, and 
community members’ voices in every 
phase of community initiatives. 

3. ACCELERATION ACTIONS
A. Publicize the intersection of CCR’s 

cross-sector commitments and 
response to COVID-19 (e.g., Phoenix 
School assisted with access to students 
and families by other organizations).

B. Define and identify policy and 
advocacy roles for partners.

Creating Community Resilience
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SUSTAINABILITY

Creating Community Resilience recognizes the opportunities to create greater collaboration 
to make Douglas County an ACEs/Trauma Informed and Building Resiliency region. By 
establishing a formal entity, CCR will guide and provide the organizational structure to 
sustain and expand this cross-sector work to further advance and accelerate positive 
regional outcomes.

With increased immediate capacity support, CCR is in a position to engage in 
special projects including COVID19 responses with speed, agility, and immediate 
action to gather, monitor, anticipate and connect service providers with 
resources, data, and trainings to address the impacts of trauma on social health 
determinants in the immediate and long-term. 

GOAL:  INCREASE CCR’S CAPACITY TO TRANSFORM DOUGLAS COUNTY 
INTO A TI AND BUILDING RESILIENCY COMMUNITY 

1. ALIGNMENT ACTIONS 
Request commitment 
A. Create an engagement commitment letter for agencies’ leadership. 
B. Share CCR’s Articles of Collaboration signed by Core Team to share with 

organizations’ leadership.

2. ENGAGEMENT ACTIONS
Explore sustainable funding options 
A. Determine if a training fee structure applies to for-profit entities.
B. Provide lasting outcomes by building on-going support for a CCR presence in the 

community, providing sustained action over the course of this three-year plan and 
well beyond.

3. ACCELERATION ACTIONS 
Secure immediate capacity support 
A. Develop a 3-year funding proposal for dedicated full time staff as the ambassador 

and “face” of CCR to increase community awareness and accelerate and achieve 
the 2020-2023 CCR Strategic Plan’s actions and goals. 

B. Acquire funding for the CCR backbone organization to be the identified 
community resource for TI communications, connecting and aligning, and 
engagement in actions and activities. 

C. In response to challenges presented by the COVID19 pandemic, solicit funding to 
further develop social media channels for continuity and expansion of outreach, 
learning, and training initiatives. 

Creating Community Resilience
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GOAL:   SOLIDIFY AND EXPAND CCR EXISTING MEMBERSHIP

1. ALIGNMENT ACTIONS 
Assess status quo
A. Inventory and analyze current engagement level from current membership using 

the CCR Score Card. (See Appendix A.)
B. Identify commitments and needs from CCR membership and community. 
C. Review and renew the current Articles of Collaboration committed to by CCR’s 

Leadership Team Organizations for use with Key Leaders and Partners to promote 
alignment. (See Appendix B.)

2. ENGAGEMENT ACTIONS
Share status 
A. Develop CCR presentation for partner organizations to share with leadership. 

3. ACCELERATION ACTIONS 
Establish longevity 
A. Request CCR partner organizations’ sign letter of support by leadership and 

staff support.

Creating Community Resilience
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APPENDIX A: SCORECARD 

The Network Health Scorecard has been adapted to help diagnose the CCR 
Coalition's strengths and weaknesses and assess areas of growth. CCR will use 
these scores to identify and track progress in key areas of coalition development.

How to use this scorecard: 

• We ask each CCR Organization's individual respresentatives to complete an	individual	
scorecard.

• Discuss your Organization's individual representative scores and tabulate you composite 
score for each item into a single scorecard that represents the results for your 
organization. 

• Together	we will consider	the	results.	What	patterns	do	you	see?	
What	results	need	further	discussion?	Over	time,	what	has	improved? What	hasn’t?	Why?

COALITION PURPOSE

1. CCR members share a common purpose for 
the coalition. 

2. Together,	CCR members	have	identified	
strategic goals and objectives.

3. CCR Plans reflect the coalition's purpose. 

COALITION PERFORMANCE  

4. CCR members	are	working	jointly	to	
advance coalition goals. 

5. CCR members	are	adding	value	to	each 
other’s work. 

6. CCR members	are	creating	new	
knowledge	or insights together. 

7.	 The	way	the	CCR	communicates	with		
stakeholders builds support for the coalition.

8. The	coalition	is	creating	value	for	the
constituents it serves. 

9. The	coalition is	able		to	attract	additional
funds to support its activities,	as	needed.	

o o o o o

	 o o o o o

o o o o o

	 o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o

 Not so much  Totally! 
1  2 3 4 5

network

scorecard
health
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APPENDIX B: ARTICLES OF COLLABORATION 

PURPOSE Creating Community Resilience (CCR) is a voluntary association for collective impact 
supporting trauma informed approaches in our community, our schools, our county 
agencies, our Tribe Communities and our local non-profits to improve outcomes for our 
children, youth and families. CCR is committed to making Douglas County an ‘Adverse 
Childhood Experience’ (ACE) aware - trauma informed’ region. We believe that our 
extended community will benefit as we collaborate across sectors and populations to 
recognize the effect of ACEs/Trauma and work together to transform our organizations 
and our community.

VISION All Douglas County residents, organizations, and institutions are empowered and 
equipped trauma informed leaders promoting safe children, strong families, healthy 
neighborhoods, and resilient communities.

MISSION A collaborative initiative providing regional leadership in building Adverse Childhood 
Experience (ACEs) awareness, community resilience, and trauma-informed (TI) capacities 
throughout Douglas County.

STRUCTURE The Creating Community Resilience Collaborative shall consist of a Core Leadership 
Team, CCR Partners, and Associates. CCR shall be guided and governed by a Core Team. 
Standing Subcommittees and Workgroups formed by the Core Team will assist the CCR 
Core Team in carrying out the duties, responsibilities, and services of CCR. A Backbone 
Organization engaged by and under the direction of the Core Team shall be appointed 
to provide additional capacity to assist CCR and the Core Team with communications, 
convening, and fiscal operations.

I. CORE TEAM 
Function: The Core Team acts as the governing board, helps align the actions 
of partners and stakeholders, strengthens and reports outcomes, and assumes 
responsibility for the performance of the collaborative. 
Membership: The Creating Community Resilience Collaborative is a volunteer-led 
initiative. The Core Team seeks to effectively and efficiently create a common agenda, 
take collective action, “bust barriers,” bridge gaps, align resources, and generate 
meaningful and significant results. Therefore, the Core Team shall be comprised of 8 to 
12 self-appointed organizations that meet the following criteria:
• Trauma Informed Care is at the core of the organization’s mission.
• The Organization: 

1. serves a trauma-affected population
2. demonstrates the desire to become more TI capable and to collaborate across 

service sectors, 
3. demonstrates support for the CCR vision, mission, and strategic plan, 
4. will provide regular representation that shall have decision-making authority 

over their organization’s resources, programs, policies, procedures and 
processes. 

These Articles of Collaboration are a statement of the scope, objectives, 
and participants in the Core Team of Creating Community Resilience, 
a collaborative in Douglas County Oregon. It outlines the mission, 
identifies the stakeholders, and provides a delineation of the roles of 
members. These Articles are complemented by governing Bylaws.
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APPENDIX B: ARTICLES OF COLLABORATION (Cont’d)

II. OTHER COMMITTEES AND WORKGROUPS
The Bylaws define the operation of the Executive Committee, Subcommittees, 
Workgroups, and Backbone Support Organization(s) that provide for broad community 
collaboration and collective support in identifying, planning, and conducting 
CCR initiatives.

III. AFFILIATIONS
The Core Team shall work with existing regional work groups or collaborations that 
connect to the mission and vision.

IV.  LEADERS
Membership: Membership in a larger, region-wide, cross-sector initiative shall 
be open to decision-making leadership from organizations that touch the target 
population of the initiative’s, and/or individuals or organizations invited by the Core 
Team, the Executive Committee, Subcommittees, Workgroups or Staff. The members of 
the Key Leaders may be invited to participate in specific Workgroups on behalf of CCR, 
particularly in efforts that require policy or funding changes on a local or state level.
Key Leaders will be offered by CCR to build regional cross-sector engagement, provide 
a forum for learning and sharing ideas, encourage cross fertilization of innovative 
actions among participants, and offer ongoing opportunities to share and consider 
strategies and activities that align with the shared vision and mission of CCR.

V. BACKBONE SUPPORT ORGANIZATION
The Backbone Support Organization is responsible for staffing, management of daily 
operations, revenue and expenses, and accountability for the budget according to 
state and federal law. These Articles of Collaboration and associated Bylaws outline 
the relationship of the Backbone Support Organization and the CCR initiative with the 
Core Team, Executive Committee, Subcommittees, and Workgroups.
Financial Support: From time to time various entities may wish to provide financial 
support or be in a strategic position to obtain funding to support the CCR initiative 
due to unique opportunities available to their organization. In these instances, funding 
obtained by these organizations for purposes of supporting the CCR initiative may be 
provided to the Backbone Support Organization utilizing a documented donation or 
subcontract, to support the efficient tracking of the initiative’s resources, facilitation of 
activities, and execution of the Strategic Plan.
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APPENDIX C: EXAMPLE TASK WORK PLAN   

GOAL: ENGAGE & CONNECT SYSTEMS AND SUPPORTS

ENGAGEMENT 
ACTION

Create community integration of participants’ voices.

SPECIFIC TASK Advocate for policy and procedure that prioritizes and 
operationalizes participant voice within the structure and function 
of the organizational system.

WHERE Within CCR, other community committees and community 
agencies.

HOW Step 1: Identify how the information/needs of participants will be 
utilized.

Step 2: Address any fears for including participant voice on both 
ends — the organization and the participant.

Step 3: Operationalize participant voice within CCR first and 
use this process to troubleshoot utilization within community 
agencies.  

Step 4: Undergo participant-led agency self-assessments for each 
CCR organization. 

Step 5: Identify or develop training for staff members working 
with participants to teach and practice participant-driven service 
delivery. 

MEASUREMENT Need to identify a system for measuring participant success and 
satisfaction with service delivery as well as participant outcomes- 
by participants standards, not our own.
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